
The weather right now:

Seventeen

temperature:

I fall from clouds and make puddles.

Color the hexagons.

Create some art for this gallery:

Write your first, middle, and last name in your very best penmanship.

I like these
colors:

I don’t like
these colors:

I feel:

Make these numbers:
hundreds tens ones

During a storm, I flash brightly for just a 
brief moment and am gone.

You can’t see me, but I can be gentle enough
to make leaves flutter or strong enough

to knock over a house. 
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Draw or write the answers.
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Eighteen

Create a new design for stop & 
yield signs on these poles.

The weather right now:

temperature:

Give this old car a great paint job.

Draw in the hands to show what time you:

wake up eat lunch go to bed

Write your name in lights:

Water as
a solid

Water as
a liquid

Water as
a gas

Draw or
describe

My favorite letter:
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Draw something that rhymes with each word

FUN REDMAN

Fill this glass
1/2 full of
lemonade

Fill this glass
3/4 full of

worms

Fill this glass
1/4 full of
jelly beans

Circle the object that will
hit the ground first if

they are dropped at the
same time.

Draw a decoration for the next
holiday on the calendar.
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Nineteen

Draw all the things you use to 
keep your teeth healthy.

The weather right now:

temperature:

Add toppings to this pizza:

What advice is this
person giving?

Make the letters of
your name wiggle.

Circle the nouns.

Sammy frog hopped on the 
hill at the park. He swam in
the pond and slid on the 
red slide. He had a cup
of water and a bag of grapes
for a snack. He met his pal
Sally at the park, and they
ran on the path. It was fun. 

= 10¢ = 1¢

How much is:

Add a vowel to make 
a word.

C___NE

P__NE

PL___TE

T__BE

Add the missing directions:
N

W

Draw what you look like
when you are asleep.
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Twenty
Make a design

in each box using
only the given 

type of line.

straight lines

dotted lines

thin lines

curved lines

thick lines

squiggly lines

zigzag lines

crosshatch lines

-20
-10

0
10

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

Temperature:

Arrange these numbers in increasing order:
17     71    171    7

Write your name around or
in this hexagon.

Draw your hand holding 
a pencil.

New
Moon

Crescent Almost
Full

Full
Moon

Color in the moons to show each phase:

What is your favorite book?

How many? 

hot +            = 

 + bow = 

foot +            = 

Circle the boxes that are divided in half

Match the picture
& word 

Beside
Below
Above
Gone
In 
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